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Abstract: Loss of motion is the powerlessness whether brief or changeless to move a piece 
of the body. In practically all cases, loss of motion is because of nerve harm, and it isn't a 
result of damage to the influenced locale. For example, damage in the centre or lower 
locales of the spinal string is probably going to disturb work beneath the damage, 
including the capacity to move the feet or feel sensations, despite the fact that the real 
structures are as solid as ever. In light of this in patients in any event one of the 
accompanying indications results. The cerebrum can't hand-off a sign to a zone of the 
body because of wounds to the mind. Mind Computer Interface (BCI) otherwise called 
"direct neural interface" can give an immediate correspondence and association channel 
between the client's cerebrum and the PC. BCI coordinated in helping, expanding, or 
fixing human psychological or even tactile engine capacities. BCI gives another heading to 
build an intelligent framework which can decipher human Channel dependent on 
cerebrum waves and muscles to enable clients to impart without development with the 
outside world. A BCI framework is simply to interpret EEG signals from an impression of 
cerebrum movement into client activity through framework's equipment and programming.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Improving the personal satisfaction for the older and handicapped individuals and giving 
them the best possible consideration at the opportune time is one the most significant jobs 
that are to be performed by us being a capable individual from the general public. It is 
difficult for the debilitated and old individuals to portable a mechanical wheelchair, which a 
large number of them ordinarily use for motion or developments[1]. Subsequently there is a 
requirement for structuring a wheelchair that is astute and gives simple versatility. In this 
postulation, an endeavour has been made to propose a mind controlled wheelchair, which 
uses the caught sign from the cerebrum and procedures it to control the wheelchair. 
Electroencephalography (EEG) strategy sends an anode top that is set on the client's scalp for 
the procurement of the EEG signals which are caught and converted into development 
directions by the Arduino microcontroller which thus move the wheelchair. In the wake of 
estimating cerebrum waves it conveys to mind to PC interface unit which broke down and 
intensified and arrange waves into alpha, beta, gamma, waves then Arduino microcontroller 
controls the development of wheelchair[2]–[9].  

The electric-fuelled wheelchair is a wheelchair acting by an electric engine controlled with a 
hand operated joystick. Be that as it may, a few people experiencing extreme engine 
inabilities can't utilize the joystick, for example, loss of motion and physically incapacitate 
individuals and secured disorder. So they have other extraordinary gadgets accessible 
(touchpad, head/discourse control, eye, EEG, and so forth). With the goal of reacting to 
various portability issues, different insightful wheelchair related research have been made in 
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the most recent years. In this exploration attempt not exclusively to offer portability to 
impaired individuals be that as it may, all the more critically, autonomously of outsider 
assistance. In spite of these new kinds of control strategies, can secure clients aim to control 
the wheelchair.  

Nonetheless, each sort of elective control has its limitations. Wheelchair clients are among 
the most noticeable individuals from the inability network; they experience an extremely 
abnormal state of movement and practical impediment and furthermore have less of business 
openings. Older individuals are the gathering with the most elevated paces of both manual 
and electric wheelchair use. Wheelchair clients report trouble in fundamental life exercises, 
and saw incapacity. It is difficult for the physically tested and older individuals to move a 
mechanical or electric wheelchair. As of late there have been a wide scope of advancements 
that help the debilitated physically tested. These control frameworks are intended to help the 
physically tested explicitly. These focused frameworks are supplanting the ordinary manual 
help frameworks. The wheelchair also has grown essentially with an assortment of direction 
frameworks close by like utilizing the joystick and a touch screen, and frameworks dependent 
on voice acknowledgment.  

These frameworks anyway are useful to those with a specific measure of chest area 
versatility. Those experiencing a more prominent level of loss of motion will most likely be 
unable to utilize these frameworks since they require precise control. To help improve the 
way of life of the physically tested further, this examination work targets building up a 
wheelchair framework that moves as per the sign acquired from the neurons in the mind 
through the electroencephalograph (EEG) electrode.EEG represents electroencephalogram, a 
terminal ordinarily used to distinguish electrical action in the cerebrum. Recognizing, 
recording, and deciphering "cerebrum waves" started in the late 1800s with the revelation and 
investigation of electrical examples in the minds and the innovation has developed to 
empower applications running from the restorative location of neurological issue to messing 
around controlled completely by the brain[4]. 

OBJECTIVES 

Autonomous versatility is a need to live regular day to day existence for individuals. An 
individual with physical difficulties has limited versatility. For these individuals, Brain 
Computer Interface (BCI) gives a promising arrangement. The real plan goals of this venture 
is given underneath  

 To decrease client exertion in controlling the wheelchair  
 To guarantee the wellbeing during development.  
 A brilliant wheelchair utilizing reasonable equipment and open source programming.  
 To screen the action of the individual continuously utilizing webcam  
 The planned framework should be compact for the client.  

METHODOLOGY 

EEG is an electro-physiological observing technique to record electrical movement of the 
cerebrum. It is normally non-obtrusive, with the anodes set along the scalp. EEG estimates 
voltage changes coming about because of ionic current inside the neurons of the cerebrum. 
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The mind sign are characterized dependent on their recurrence EEG signal procurement is 
finished with the assistance of an extraordinarily planned non obtrusive bio sensor[10].  

The securing part appeared in figure 2 comprises of numerously mind wave, Arduino and 
Bluetooth HC-05 module. The mind wave gadget is utilized to catch the crude sign from the 
cerebrum and transmit to HC-05 module over Bluetooth interface. This Bluetooth gadget 
moves these approaching crude EEG information into Arduino board at a baud pace of 
57600. Inside the Arduino board the crude sign is characterized into eye squint qualities and 
consideration esteems. The eye squint worth shifts constantly as the eye flicker quality 
changes. The different eye flicker quality and consideration worth is sequentially transmitted 
to the raspberry pi by means of USB at a baud pace of 57600. In the Raspberry pi handling 
part appeared in figure 1, the eye squint and consideration esteems are splatted and put away 
in isolated memory areas[11].  

After characterization these sign are checked to meet the predefined conditions which is as of 
now characterized in the guidelines .Once conditions gets coordinated, the Raspberry pi 3 
module offers directions to the engine driver. The engine driver unit is associated with 24 dc 
supply and 2 apparatus engines. Contingent on the directions given the engine driver, engine 
turns in 3 distinct ways state left, right and forward. So as to guarantee the wellbeing during 
wheelchair development, a camera is fixed at the front side of the wheelchair. The camera 
constantly catches video and transmits the video signal into the Raspberry pi module .Using 
propelled picture handling methods head development and tiredness of the individual is 
distinguished. Ultrasonic sensors are given at the front, left, right and down of the wheelchair, 
which keeps away from the impact of the wheelchair with different items[3].  

RESULTS  

An EEG signal with BCI is created to control a wheelchair. The all out plan depends on all 
electric and to dispose of the vast majority of the mechanical parts. The ordinary directing 
framework that requires the client to control by hand is wiped out. Two rigging engines are 
accommodated each control the left and right wheels this is a 2-wheel drive control and 
functions admirably with the BCI. The framework is minimal effort, simple to control, and 
controlled by Brushless DC engine and elite battery framework. The wheelchair development 
is totally relies upon consideration esteems, beginning and end of left, right and forward 
heading is finished with the assistance of eye flicker esteems. The ultrasonic sensors and 
camera guarantees the wellbeing during the development. This task fulfils all the structure 
destinations that we are considered before the plan usage.  

The figure 3 shows bearing sign of the wheelchair utilizing LEDs. There are 4 LEDs, which 
is utilized to demonstrate forward, right, left and ON/OFF conditions. At the point when the 
forward bearing LED shines, the individual can recognize the wheelchair is moving forward 
way. Likewise, right and left LED shows the wheelchair is moving in right or left heading. 
There is likewise a LED situated at the inside, which shows whether the wheelchair is 
ON/OFF.  

CONCLUSION 

The writing review on various equipment usage approaches uncover the preferences and 
drawbacks in recently planned frameworks. To meet the plan targets, a versatile cerebrum 
controlled wheelchair utilizing Raspberry pi Arduino and Mind wave headset is planned.  
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The significant point of the undertaking is as per the following:  

1) To control the electric wheelchair in various ways (forward, left and ideal) by 
utilizing eye flicker and consideration level qualities from the EEG signals.  

2) This undertaking is easy to understand configuration to meet true target arriving at 
errands, where clients may need to turn the wheelchair in left or right course in steps 
and after that moves to advance.  

3) In the run of the mill setting as pushing ahead, turning left/appropriate, there is a 
decent shot of analysing all mixes of directions, for example, non-control and control, 
push ahead and stop, turn and push ahead, similarly as in genuine wheelchair control. 
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